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Colorado experiences 
helped pave the way



I exhibited solar cars at ISES World Congress 1991



Tonatiuh raced to the finish line at NREL in 1995



We know the issues



Mother Nature doesn’t have to comply with our 2º C goal
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The climate will stabilize — with intense interglacial 
conditions or toward unknown greenhouse conditions



Our nation has failed to stop climate change
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Climate Mitigation 
is still waiting for that  
Political Leadership



Silicon Valley companies are helping “Detroit” with 



Sam Liccardo commits to uphold the Paris accord
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Sam Liccardo calls for cities to fight for environment
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But if Silicon Valley were perfect, with zero emissions, 
what good would it do?  
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If we Techies are serious about survival, our only 
option is to export zero emission solutions
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terms with our own challenges
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Consider the big buzz…  
EVs and AVs 



Congestion looks like this 
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AV congestion looks like this



Solar & Wind  
can handle electricity 
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Solar & Wind  
can handle electricity 

demand

The question is how to 
handle transportation 

with solar

100% Renewable needs 100% Renewable Transportation



Profound change  
is possible



Camera & Imaging Products Association
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The coal industry has capsized in just 5 years



Politically motivated solar predictions are pathetic



In fact, the solar industry is climbing, “hockey stick”
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EVs and AVs are like those  
point & shoot  

 digital cameras



I betcha I can beat the Google car on my bike
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The problem’s not the fuel or the driver: it’s the car



Livable Cities  
require 

Livable Streets



Back in the day, people had access to the streets
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Many applaud electric and autonomous vehicles

©Tony Seba



But we can flip the tables on them …
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But we can flip the tables on them …

ahh, that’s better!



… to make room for people, pets, pedals, and petals!



Sam Liccardo wants a people-centered city
“The future of Silicon Valley critically depends on our development of 
a vibrant urban center,” Mayor Sam Liccardo of San Jose said in an 
interview. 

California Today  
Google’s Idea for a New Silicon Valley 
June 20, 2017



Sam Liccardo wants a people-centered city
“The future of Silicon Valley critically depends on our development of 
a vibrant urban center,” Mayor Sam Liccardo of San Jose said in an 
interview. “We’re trying to retrofit the city that was built for 
automobiles into a city built for people.”

California Today  
Google’s Idea for a New Silicon Valley 
June 20, 2017



Let’s transform our car-centric cities















I’m placing my bets on  
young people



Success depends on youth stepping up to the plate



This is Spartan Superway Team 6 (2017-2018)
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These are Spartan Superway Teams 1 – 4 (2012-2016)



Podcars can do it…  
10× better



… Less disruptive



Underground Metro costs are through the roof



Overhead heavy rail costs are through the roof



… Take up less space



 

Podcars reduce real estate use by 10×
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… More economical



Cut capital costs 2× – 20×



Cut capital costs 2× – 20×

| Podcars                                       $15 million                   $9 million|
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Reduce operating costs per passenger-mile 10×
Operating cost per 
passenger-mile = 3¢ …
• 50× less than buses
• 25× less than trains
• 10× less than cars

MassDOT cost data, US DOE energy data



… More capacity



Increase capacity with podcars 6× … or more



Capacity increases with automation & off-line stations



… Better service



Podcars provide 10× better service
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People wait for 
machines 

Machines wait 
for people



We can convert “star” metros into mesh networks
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Podcar networks can grow with 10× more stations

Multiple level stations

Stations of two parking spots

Stations on top of  sidewalks



Podcars can roll in & out of buildings



Podcars can roll in & out of buildings



3 ways  
to get involved



(1) Solar Skyways 
Network
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(2) Urban International 
Design Contest



Help rebalance public space & create a city for people*

*Deputy Mayor Gilles Vesco 
 Lyon 2017



3. The Sputnik Crisis  
is instructive



It took the Sputnik Crisis to get things moving 
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The political will was lacking here, so I looked around
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The Futran Group



The Futran test track has been operational 3 years

The system shake-down has been successful



The solar canopy is typically 6 meters wide
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… and the station roof is typically 10 meters wide



Solar elevated metros can fit along regular streets
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Smart Cities need innovative tools to  
become livable, sustainable, and resilient



Smart Cities need innovative tools to  
become livable, sustainable, and resilient

The Futran Elevated 
Metro is a superb solar 
system, grid optimizer, 
and public transit 
platform for Smart Cities!



Thanks!



You are invited to join the solarevolution! 

Engineers: spartansuperway.blogspot.com 
Designers: facebook.com/uidc2018 
Business:   futrangroup.com 
——————————————————— 
Ron Swenson • ecosystems@econet.org 
———————————————————

http://spartansuperway.blogspot.com
http://facebook.com/uidc2018
http://futrangroup.com

